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Abstract
From the nineties, the Internet has been providing new political hybrid action forms. At the
same time, some communities make a disruptive use of technologies aiming to subvert
network power relationships at the current capitalized and centralized cyberspace.
Addressing a collaborative mapping, we identified 290 free culture communities in
Spain. Their characteristics suggest the relevance of offline spaces and local areas to
deliberate, propose and perform political participation towards a neutral, centralised
and free Internet.

Resumen
Desde los años noventa, el ciberespacio ha propuesto formas acción política híbrida.
Asimismo, algunos colectivos realizan un uso disruptivo de las tecnologías para subvertir las
relaciones de poder en la Red. Mediante un mapeo colaborativo, identificamos 290 grupos
relacionados con la cultura libre en España. Sus características sugieren la relevancia de los
espacios offline y de los territorios locales para deliberar y activarse políticamente a favor
de un Internet libre.
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1. Introduction
Since the nineties, the Internet has been providing new opportunities
for contemporary social movements, which have diversified their political
action repertoires. Activism currently unfolds in a hybrid ecosystem where
increasingly sophisticated technologies serve political action in various
forms (Chadwick, 2007, 2013; Treré, 2019). The Spanish 15M movement, but
also Occupy Wall Street, the Egyptian Revolution, and the Arab Spring have
mobilized citizens in the streets and squares of several cities while spreading
their message and coordinating the protest through electronic platforms
(Castells, 2012; Chadwick, 2012; Gerbaudo, 2012; Juris, 2012a).
Online platforms and electronic devices have thus reconceptualized
participation and the contemporary public sphere (Carty, 2013). From
this awareness of technology as an intrinsically social element comes the
emergence of the interest of social science research in technopolitics,
focused on understanding the relationships of the new modes of production,
distribution, and consumption with political, social and civil organization
within the broader context of global capitalism in the Information Age
(Sádaba & Gordo, 2011; Sierra, 2013; Toret et al., 2013).
In this sense, free software, peer-to-peer networks, mesh networks,
encryption software or Creative Commons content offer alternative positions
from which to foster freedom and autonomy on the Internet and therefore to
change the power imbalances caused by business monopolies in cyberspace
(Carr, 2008; Lyon, 2015). Among these forms of political participation, some of
the most frequently mentioned examples are the Free Software Foundation,
Pretty Good Privacy, the Mozilla Foundation or Wikimedia (Benkler, 2006;
Kelty, 2008; Leistert, 2012; Stallman, 2004).
In Spain, previously free culture organizations such as the Free
Culture and Digital Commons Movement, Nolesvotes, and Anonymous
influenced the 15M (Fuster Morell, 2012). In their article on technopolitics
and a North-South dialog, Treré & Barranquero (2018) highlight the 15M as
one of the social phenomena that has generated major significance in the
connection between politics and technology, subsequently crystallized into
political formations such as Podemos or the X Party.
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Against this background, we reflect here on the relevance of online
and physical spaces in the free culture movement in Spain in order to provide
an empiric contribution of Spanish technopolitical communities years after
the 15M mobilizations. Given global scope of the hybrid media system,
we approach the possibilities of citizens to become involved, from local
territories, in political protests directly connected with the power imbalance
in cyberspace (Castells, 2008).
To reach this goal, we provide a map of the Spanish groups related
to peer production and common goods on the Internet, then we discuss with
these communities the relevance of offline spaces and their use of virtual
platforms to communicate and coordinate their actions. The connection
between the traditional spaces of activism and the new virtual spheres
places this research within the context of the hybrid media system, where the
use of technologies to build a repertoire of collective action is complex and
ambivalent (Chadwick, 2013; Treré, 2019).
Technologies not only facilitate offline mobilization, they also
generate more powerful and sophisticated combinations within the sphere
of activism (Treré & Barranquero, 2018). Digital Resistances cartography aims
to be useful for extracting data for academic purposes and fostering new
ways of collaboration among citizens and mapped organizations, which are
an explicit manifestation of the interrelationship between information and
communication technologies, and contemporary society.

1.1 The political significance of the free culture movement
The emergence of the Internet and subsequently of the social media
has attracted intense interest in the implications of new technologies for
politics. Since the nineties, a number of scholars and activists have been
considering that cyberspace can potentially transform the civic engagement
and the relation between institutional politics and citizenship (Dahlberg
& Siapera, 2007). More specifically, given that decentralization and open
development have characterized the electronic space, it is seen as promoting
freedom and autonomy for Internet users (Kelty, 2008; Lessig, 2004).
Nonetheless, the possibility offered by the Internet for a radical
democracy mediated by the digital sphere has been critically analysed,
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especially in the last decade. In general terms, exploiting information has
become the main economic activity of several companies that extract
personal data generated by the interactions of Internet users in the social
media (Fuchs & Trottier, 2015). Technological corporations manage this data
for commercial purposes, i.e., for the purposes of creating and publishing
targeted advertising in their electronic spaces (Christl & Spiekermann, 2016;
van Dijck, 2014). In this context of datafication and algorithm-based decision
making, Internet users can only partially be aware of this scenario, since they
do not usually know which data is gathered and how the algorithms that
classified online behavior are designed (Fuchs, 2014; McChesney, 2015).
Several authors have underscored the significance of this online
context, which is reproducing the power dynamics of the capitalist and
neoliberal offline world (Mosco, 2014; Sassen, 2003). Cyberspace entails
power imbalances in the relationship between Internet users and the
owners of social media platforms. Citizens are subject to surveillance
practices on the Internet. Furthermore, some private enterprises control
online information flows, accumulate data sets in their servers, and design
algorithms that will decide which content is relevant in their web pages
(Castells, 2008; Pariser, 2011). This entire background illustrates the political
and economic significance of information and communication technologies
in the present times.
Most of the online platforms in which people participate belong to
a few companies such as Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft.
These corporations therefore not only hoard economic resources, but they
also concentrate political power when their social media are used for civic
action and debate, as well as when they maintain collaborative partnerships
with governments, especially in the United States (Christl & Spiekermann,
2016; Mattelart and Vitalis, 2015). These companies are part of a group of
“global giants” of the media industry that have expanded and consolidated
over the past decades. Their power in economic, political, and symbolic terms
makes them a vital object of study to understand how these corporations
influence contemporary societies at a global, regional, and local level
(Birkinbine, Gómez, & Wasko, 2016).
Nevertheless, according to authors like Castells (2008), civil society
always can promote strategies and plans to resist unequal power relations. It
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is still possible to find tools to set up spaces of autonomy, initiatives to defend
the principles of Internet freedom, and shared decision-making processes.
Thus, free culture interweaves with technopolitics when it proposes to build
social alternatives to the contemporary capitalist context:
The movements in favor of free software or open source
represent contemporary materializations of an extreme
politicization of new technologies where the object of
struggle and conflict is no longer a labor or trade-union
issue, not even an aspect of ecological life or gender
relations, but the very place of technology as the center of
political coexistence (Sádaba & Gordo, 2011, p.5).
One of the most widespread examples of this technopolitical
participation is free software movement. Some researchers have explored
it as a new form of political action since it allows citizens to analyse, modify,
and share the source code, and therefore to control the online sphere in
which they are interacting (Benkler, 2003; Kelty, 2008; Stallman, 2004). Free
culture struggles also include: participation in peer-to-peer networks and
blockchain technologies to enhance the decentralization of the Internet (De
Filippi & Hassan, 2016); collaboration in mesh networks to keep independence
on commercial telecommunications companies (Antoniadis, 2016); the use
of encryption software to protect the privacy of communications; (Leistert,
2012) and the creation of Creative Commons content to promote citizen’s
access to knowledge (Benkler, 2003).
In Spain, the 15M movement proposed a critical discussion on the
political significance of the use of specific platforms for collective action,
as explained by Castells (2012, p. 175): “However, in general, the movement
depended mainly on existing commercial platforms. In this way, activists
were vulnerable to legal requirements to obtain information about the tweets,
which violated the privacy of users with potentially serious consequences.”
Furthermore, Fuster Morell (2012) stated that the Free Culture and Digital
Commons Movement mobilized for 15M protests, and Anonymous and
Nolesvotes, which were directly linked with free culture demands, organized
the initial demonstration.
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Specifically, Nolesvotes was a boycott campaign against the parties
that supported the Sinde Law. This rule proposed to regulate forms of online
knowledge sharing with several measures, such as shutting down websites
violating intellectual property rights (Moreno-Caballud, 2013). Anonymous,
Hacktivistas, and Red Sostenible were some of the global-justice hacktivist
groups that contributed to this political action against the Spanish legislation
(Haro Barba & Sampedro Blanco, 2001). Autonomous organizations are thus
largely organized through networks and generate media visibility on specific
political issues (Sampedro Blanco, 2005).
These manifestations share the common values of interest in
technology, subversion of mercantilist logic in their work, freedom of code,
and collective creation (Himanen, 2002). Technopolitics in Spain has
transferred hacker ethics to its ordinary activities to demonstrate the intrinsic
relationship between online and offline spaces, as well as between society
and the new information and communication technologies (Toret et al., 2015;
Treré & Barranquero, 2018). Within contemporary capitalist development
in the Information Age, the digital commons raise a subversive political
positioning, in which new digital resources are produced in a collaborative
and common manner (Ostrom, 1990; Benkler, 2006).
These examples of technopolitical participation are thus creating
political spaces and designing tools to weigh on the power imbalances in
the network sphere. Academia should examine them to identify how these
alternative positions originating in civil society can challenge the business
monopolies and forms information control established on the Internet, which
has experienced a process of growing commodification and concentration in
a neoliberal and capitalist context (Carr, 2008; Lyon, 2015).

1.2 Hybrid repertoires of political action
In the last decades, contemporary social moments were characterized
by organizations’ use of digital media and a global-justice perspective in
their demands (Juris, 2012a, 2012b). In the nineties, the Zapatista National
Liberation Army (EZLN), mobilizations against The World Trade Organization
(WTO) in Seattle, and the J18 anti-globalization protests used social media
to spread their discourse, provide organizational information, and generate
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a coordinated network of supporters while activist occupied physical spaces
as a part of their political-action repertoires (Chadwick, 2007; Jordan &
Taylor, 2004). Later global-justice protests, such as Occupy Wall Street, the
Egyptian Revolution, the Arab Spring, and 15M in Spain have inherited both a
cross-cutting discourse and electronic strategies to coordinate their activities
and convey their messages (Chadwick, 2012; McNutt, 2014; Mercea, 2013;
Theocharis, Lowe, van Deth, & García-Albacete, 2014).
Similarly, the free culture movement has experimented political action
repertoires in both online and offline spaces, a clear manifestation of the hybrid
system in which they perform their repertories of collective action (Treré, 2019).
Creative Commons projects, free software communities, and hacktivist groups
organize multiple Internet users cooperating for single objectives, such as
peer production of free knowledge, liberating the code, protecting privacy, or
protests against technopolitical issues (Benkler, 2003; Coleman, 2015; Kelty,
2008). For instance, communities against the Spanish Sinde Law concentrated
their political activity on cyberspace (Haro Barba & Sampedro Blanco, 2001).
The production of common goods is not only the commitment of
hackerspaces, makerspaces, fab labs, citizen labs, media labs, and co-working
places, but also of specific events such as hackathons, workshops, and meetups.
These projects are settled in local physical spaces where their participants
experiment with free technologies, work with software, and manufacture
physical hardware (Maxigas, 2012; Slatter & Howard, 2013). Guifi.net is a wireless
telecommunications community network born in Catalonia. The community
manages the infrastructure through the installation of nodes connected to an
open network (Antoniadis, 2016; Giovanella, 2016; Padilla, 2012).
New relations between the online and the offline spheres have raised
academic interest around the possibilities of engagement in both spaces, the
characteristics of each typology of political action, and the influence of traditional
forms of political protest on new expressions of participation on the Internet (Gibson
& Cantijoch, 2013). Technologies generate spaces for sharing knowledge, meeting
online, managing offline activities, and coordinating large-scale action networks with
less economic efforts and time-consuming processes (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012;
Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2010; Stoecker, 2002). Juris (2012a) describes this logic of
networking as geared toward decentralized communication, horizontal connections
among multiple communities, and the open circulation of knowledge and information.
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Linked with physical spaces, the logic of aggregation offers more
visible forms of protest and facilitates the articulation of a homogeneous set of
demands, visions, and goals (Juris, 2012a). Physical mobilization strengthens
ties among activists and consequently fosters the political engagement of
members of offline protests. In other words, although social-media platforms
provide multiple communication opportunities, online participation does
not always have a effect on political activities outside the Internet (Gibson &
McAllister, 2013; Stoecker, 2002; Vissers & Stolle, 2014). In general terms, the
personal connections among participants contribute to mobilizing around
political action (Bourdieu, 1997; Putnam, 2003).
Contemporary activism thus develops in a hybrid media system,
where there is a continuous interaction between old and new political logics and
where power becomes more fragmented, ambivalent, dispersed, and plural.
The diversity of the subjects generates a complex and cross-cutting repertoire
of action attempting to affect both the virtual and the physical spheres. In this
scenario, activists use, appropriate, or abandon social networking sites in order
to adapt technologies to their specific objectives (Chadwick, 2013; Treré, 2019).

2. Methodology
This research aims to contribute to the debate on online and offline
participation in the free culture movement in Spain. Additionally, we propose to
address the following research questions: a) What are the Spanish local initiatives
related to free culture movement? b) What is the relationship between online and
offline spaces in their political activity? c) What is the significance of the local
arena for these communities focused on digital activities? For these overarching
objectives and questions, we designed a method in two parallel steps: a) a
collaborative cartography of 290 free culture organizations, and b) participatory
interviews with 38 of the previously mapped communities.
First, we designed an online map entitled Digital Resistances
(Resistencias digitales) with Ushahidi, a free software tool designed for
collaborative mapping1. We generated a graphic representation, which
1

The license (GNU Lesser General Public License) can be viewed at Github, https://github.
com/ushahidi, accessed April 8, 2019.
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locates specific information in a delimited area (Duxbury, 2015; Freitas, 2015;
Martínez Illa and Mendoza Hernández, 2011). In the social sciences, mapping
is “a process of collecting, recording, analyzing, and synthesizing information
to describe the cultural resources, networks, links, and patterns of usage of a
given community or group.” (Stewart, 2010, p. 8).
Collaborative mapping also proposes the participation of the
community, which generally belongs to a different context from the
academic and corporate institutions. Cooperation allows mapped groups
to take control of the research method and to define themselves (Duxbury,
2015; Freitas, 2015; Sletto, Bryan, Torrado, Hale, and Barry, 2013; Stewart,
2010). In connection with this concept, we launched a public map with a
survey including different questions about identification data, essential
characteristics, strategies, and tools.
This research method has been used in a variety of investigations
to describe social relations and interactions (Bingham-Hall & Law, 2015), to
delve into specific communities and population sectors (Arcila Garrido &
López Sánchez, 2011), to identify cultural projects (Martínez Illa & Mendoza
Hernández, 2011), to develop concrete citizen projects (Carrasco-Arroyo,
2013), etc. In Spain, Barranquero & Montero (2015) use Ushahidi to map the
third sector of communication in the country.
Through a snowball technique, we identified 290 free culture
communities that expressed support to values such as peer production of
cultural content, free hardware manufacturing, and free software coding.
We selected a broad sample that included different types of free culture
projects. We asked groups to complete the questionnaire and share the map.
As territory is an essential condition to place information on a map, we only
selected groups partially subsidized by the Spanish state and/or in which the
latter is a stakeholder.
Once the communities completed the survey, the map placed them
on the main page. The form provided four questions related to territorial limits
and the scope of the groups:
1.

“Does the organization have a physical space in the Spanish state?”
This open question asked the community to add their head office or
their usual meeting place if they had one.
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2.

“If possible, find and point to the location of the organization on
the map,” which included a search engine for the specific area on
OpenStreetMap.

3.

“In which area are the activities of the organization usually carried
out?” This closed-ended single-answer question had seven possible
choices: a) Municipal, b) Provincial, c) Regional, d) State, e) European,
f) International, and d) Not Answered.

4.

“How does the organization carry out its activities?” This closed
question presented four options: a) Only online, b) Both online and
offline, c) Only offline, and d) Not Answered.

FIGURE 1. Free culture communities in Spain

Source: Screenshot extracted from resistenciasdigitales.ushahidi.io.

The second step of this methodological design consisted in
interviewing communities placed on the map to discuss the quantitative
data extracted from the survey questions. This technique was closer to
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participatory-action research as interviewees of the study were informers
as well as auditors of the previous results. In this article we thus address an
interpretation of numerical data through the logic of the mapped communities
themselves in order to avoid the hierarchy between researchers and objects
of study (Ander Egg, 2003; Contreras, 2002; Lima Santos, 1983; Ortí Mata &
Díaz Velázquez, 2012).
We selected 38 communities from Madrid, Catalonia, Valencia,
Castile and León, and Castilla La Mancha through an intentional sampling
method. This type of non-probability procedure allowed us to select a
diverse sample in terms of the variables proposed in the questionnaire.
We analyzed groups located in smaller and larger towns (e.g., Cuenta and
Madrid). We selected communities that worked only online, both online and
offline, and only offline (e.g., Aeropython, Akelarre cyberfeminista, and Made
Makerspace Barcelona). Finally, we also considered communities that had a
local, regional, national, and/or international scope (e.g., FabLab Valencia,
Drupalcal, Wikimedia España, and CIVICS). The specific groups are shown
in Table 1. In the results section, we replaced the names of the communities
with a random number to protect the privacy of the organizations.
The durations of the interviews fluctuated between 18 and 161
minutes, and the number of participants per community ranged from 1 to 8.
All the research actions were conducted in offline spaces and were similarly
structured. We first presented the research and negotiated with them the
conditions of the study, e.g., the anonymity of their responses. We then
introduced a document with the quantitative data of the previous questions.
Finally, we asked them to interpret the given document to evaluate the data
and explain it.
We collected cartographic data from February 2018 to July 2018
and conducted the interviews from September 2018 to December 2018.
These two methods provided quantitative and qualitative empirical data
of the same object of study and facilitated complementary evidence
to answer the research questions and to reach the objective of this
investigation (Flick, 2014; Charmaz, 2006; Mendizábal, 2006; Ruiz
Olabuénaga, 2012). In the next section, we present the results we collected
through the methods above.
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TABLE 1.

Intentional sample of resistance communities

COMMUNITY

LOCATION

DATA

DURATION

3. Results and findings
3.1 Location of the communities
Of the mapped communities, 92% attended offline spaces (Table
2). Places with the most active free culture movement were cities with more
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than 50,000 inhabitants. Madrid and Barcelona have 62 and 49 initiatives,
respectively, followed by Valencia (12), Seville (10), Valladolid (10), Donostia
(9) and Zaragoza (8). All were part of the 15 municipalities with the largest
population in Spain, although minor population towns and villages placed
free culture projects too. With less than 50,000 inhabitants, Valls (Catalonia),
Nigrán (Galicia), and San Pedro del Pinatar (Murcia) spotted spaces devoted to
spreading and supporting free culture, free software, and privacy protection,
namely, Hacklabvalls, A Casa Colorida, and Laboratorio de Artesanía Digital.
We also identified some initiatives developed in rural areas with
less than 5,000 residents. Agrolab was situated in Perales de Tajuña and
focused on the construction of free-hardware meteorological stations for
cooperative gardens in the suburbs of Madrid. Likewise, the headquarters
of Fundació Guifi.net was in the Catalan municipality of Gurb. This meshnetwork project aimed to give Internet access to rural areas that have been
overlooked by telecommunications companies as they are not profitable for
commercial purposes. Asociación Ribaguifi - Eresué 2.0 was also a wireless
community working for the development of an open, free, and neutral
network in small towns in the Aragonese rural region. The collective was
born in a village of 45 inhabitants (Eresué). Therefore, despite the tendency
to concentrate these initiatives in cities with larger populations, there are
free culture groups in a few smaller localities.
When we classified the communities around their home region,
territories with the higher number of initiatives were ranked as follows: Madrid,
Catalonia, Andalusia, Galicia, Basque Country, and Castile and León (Table
2). As we expected, places with a larger population have a more significant
number of communities. It is also worth noting, however, the frequency of
use of the Internet by the inhabitants of an Autonomous Community was not
related to the number of initiatives created and managed by that population2.
There was one particularly significant case: Galicia was one of the places
with the most projects, despite its also presenting a higher digital divide in
2

The Spearman correlation test determined that there is no significant correlation between
the frequent use of the Internet by an Autonomous Community and the number of
initiatives in it. However, the Spearman test presented a practical significance regarding
the association between the number of groups and the population of the region with a
correlation level of 0.897 (p <0.01).
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the Spanish state (Table 2). Castile and León featured a similar situation
since the region placed 14 initiatives although use of the Internet was less
frequent than the Spanish average3. 4

TABLE 2. Autonomous Community, initiatives, demographics,
and Internet connection data
REGION

COLLECTIVES

POPULATION

USE OF THE INTERNET (%)

Source: Data extracted from National Institute of Statistics, Spain 4

3

The National Institute of Statistics describes frequent use of the Internet with the following
statement: “People who have used the Internet at least once a week in the last three months”

4

See “Official population of Spanish municipalities data: Municipal Register” by National
Institute of Statistics, at http://www.ine.es/dyngs/INEbase/es/operacion.htm?c=Estadistica_
C&cid=1254736177011&menu=resultados&secc=1254736195458&idp=1254734710990
accessed April 5, 2019; and “Survey on equipment and use of information and communication
technologies in homes” by National Institute of Statistics, at http://www.ine.es/dyngs/
INEbase/es/operacion.htm?c=Estadistica_C&cid=1254736176741&menu=resultados&id
p=1254735976608, accessed April 5, 2019.
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Along with the groups that designated a reference location, some
groups stated that they did not have a specific place in the territory. For
instance, Zoohaus was an organization dedicated to the study of collective
intelligence, citizen participation, and the urban reactivation of the public
space. It claimed to have been born in Madrid and to distribute its activity
in Bilbao, Berlin, Mexico City, and A Corunna. Similarly, CivicWise, focused
on civic empowerment and participatory urbanism, changed its location
depending on the stage of the project.
Other international initiatives had participation from Spain without
a reference location in the country. Mozilla and P2P foundations illustrated
this example with both indicating that they had headquarters outside
the Spanish borders, in Amsterdam and Mountain View, respectively. We
interpreted this circumstance as a manifestation of the distributed nature
of the cyberspace, which facilitates the coordination and development of
projects without spatial limits.
A more significant share of the initiatives worked in a delimited
space. To a large extent, territorial limitation coincided with the municipalities
where the initiatives were located (Figure 2). More than one-third of the
groups showed an exclusively local interest or focused their action on a city
and their peripheral localities. Llefi@Net, with the motto “Fem barri, fem
xarxa!” (“We build the neighborhood; we build the network!”), fostered the
development of socio-technological communication spaces in the district
of Badalona (Catalonia). Likewise, Desdelamina was a citizen network that
addressed online and offline activities for the La Mina neighborhood (in Sant
Adrià de Besòs, Catalonia).
Cultural centers, makerspaces, and citizen labs attracted local or
provincial members for deploying their activities in a particular physical
location. La Remolacha HakLab (Zaragoza), Asociación Hackerspace
(Valencia), Makespace (Madrid), Factoría Cívica (Santa Cruz de Tenerife),
and Fablab Salamanca (Salamanca) were part of this classification. Some
specific cities also had copyleft film festivals, such as Valladolid Cine Creative
Commons or Cine CC Donostia.
Finally, some initiatives organized meetings for inhabitants with
common interests, such as cryptography, open-source programming
languages, free and open-source content management systems, free
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software environment for statistical computing, etc. We identified Sevilla
R, Valladolid Blockchain, PHP Cáceres, PyLadies Madrid, Joomla! Tenerife,
Canary Python (La Laguna), among others.
The region was the sectional area of activity of almost 20% of the
mapped initiatives, including free culture projects for the promotion and
visibility of minority languages in Spain. In these cases, language was of priority
relevance, so communities did not limit their activity to a strict administrative
territory. For instance, Proxecto Trasno translated free software to Galician
and its main area of action was linked to this Autonomous Community.
However, there were other spaces outside these regional borders where the
language was also a factor, such as towns and villages bordering on other
regions (e.g., Castile and León) or the Latin American districts where Galician
people had historically migrated.
In the interviews, communities connected the location results
with the previous data, which described the relevance of common physical
spaces for group activity. The tendency was to meet in the offline sphere, but
the organization had to limit its scope of action to places that where there
were no difficulties in the mobility of those who belonged to them. Logically,
communities gathered around specific interests preferred closer locations.
For instance, there was a single KDE Spain (KDE is an international free
software community), but it was subdivided into KDE Seville, KDE Valencia,
and others.
The groups also expressed their goal to implement socialtransformation practices in their closest social environment, such as the
municipality or the neighborhood. Although communities declared that the
Internet remained a sphere for connecting with similar projects and finding
multiple resources, their participation was concentrated in the closest
environment so they could interact with it and weigh directly on it at the
technopolitical level. Their commitment to improve the local context was tied
in with a more general technopolitical position:
Anyone who has tried to change the world has been
ultimately punched in the face. The lesson is, ‘Think globally,
act locally.’ You can’t act globally, because you are stopped
by the powers that be. At the end of the day, you participate
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where you can have a minimum of impact, which is usually
in local places. (Interview 16).
At the national level, we mainly found nonprofit entities,
cooperatives, and music bands. Quepo and Montera34 were cooperatives
that based their economy on the production of Creative Commons content
and free software projects across the territory. The Spanish Association of
Drupal and Python Spain were also included among initiatives of national
scope, dedicated to promoting the Drupal content-management system and
to free programming language, respectively. Finally, the Insolenzia and Crudo
rock bands published their music under “copyleft” rights for free download on
their respective websites. 5
European initiatives represented the lowest percentage of the actions
that had been mapped (Figure 2). OpenExpo Europe was a professional
congress on the topic of open-source and free software held in Gijón in
2018. International communities represented 21.4% of the sample, so the
transcontinental scope was the second most frequent action area after the
municipal one. This category included Spanish online media covering privacy
protection, development of free software and hardware, and blockchain
applications (e.g., JuegosRobotica, Libre FM, Bitácora de Ciberseguridad, or
Compilando Podcast).
Communities linked the expansion of their influence ratio with the
use of electronic tools that could connect all their members under identical
conditions. Nonetheless, several interviewees described examples of
unsuccessful hybrid organizational structures where communities prioritized
offline meetings over online platforms because the former placed those who
could only connect online at a disadvantage. The rationale for this was that
“[t]he energy of the event and of seeing each other [was] so strong” (Interview
4). In one of the interviews, the dichotomy was expressed as follows:
A few years ago there was a group called HTMLSpain. As
its name indicates, it is geared more toward a statewide
5

See:
http://www.somoscrudo.com/discografia/
descargas, accessed April 10, 2019.

and

http://www.insolenzia.es/
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scope and toward online sessions, especially with YouTube
live streaming. There were people from all cities. But a
new organizer replaced the previous one, and he began to
propose local events. The organization then lost its essential
meaning because other similar organizations cover local
issues. If it had a national scope, there was not much sense
in offline meetings (Interview 13).
Generally speaking, a geographic scope is related to economic
and human resources. A greater share of participation also entailed more
extensive coordination efforts and a more significant financial investment
because a national, European, or international territory meant more complex
organizational structures and forms of coordination. Some of the mapped
communities received funding from international institutions to carry out
cooperation projects in other continents, (America or Africa, for instance).
Some groups had the economic resources to finance their participants’ trips
to specific events or meetings in foreign countries or other Spanish cities.
Additionally, we should remember that Spanish is positioned as the
third most spoken language on the Internet (after English and Chinese) with
more than 500 million Spanish-speaking Internet users6. The popularity of
the language facilitated the emergence of international projects formed in
Spanish-speaking countries or regions, such as Mozilla Hispano, the Latin
American CivicWise Network, or Cuarto Propio en Wikipedia. This latter
collective aims to close the gender gap in Wikipedia producing content in
Spanish. As indicated by one of the interviewees to express the connection
between state groups and similar Latin American communities located in
Mexico, Argentina, Uruguay, or Colombia, for instance, “Home is where the
language is” (Interview 4).
Transnational projects amounted to one-fourth of the total. A smaller
area of influence thus conveys higher statistical support. Several groups
declared, however, that they had more than a single scope of action, but that
it fluctuated depending on specific circumstances, such as financial support:

6

See https://www.internetworldstats.com/, accessed April 10, 2019.
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Thanks to globalization there are many common problems,
but there are also many local problems. So I think it makes
a lot of sense that the most common choice in the survey
is municipal and the second one is international . . . In our
case, that’s the way it is. It seems that digital platforms
facilitate that (Interview 29).

FIGURE 2. Types of area in which organization activities are usually
carried out (%)

Municipal

Provincial

Regional

State

European

International

Not answered

3.2 Online and offline activity spaces
Less than 10% of the mapped groups managed their participation
exclusively in cyberspace. This category included: online media providing
information on free software and hardware, etc. (e.g., Linuxadictos and
Robots para niños); radios producing content under a Creative Commons
license (e.g., Free FM, CCRadio.es, and La Noche del Hombre Lobo); websites
publishing free download material (e.g., RebeldeMule); and online forums on
specific technopolitical interests (e.g., SpainLabs and Somos Binarios).
During the interviews, the communities considered the Internet
as the ideal scenario to maintain contact with other related groups and
participants, especially when people could only be part of the group remotely.
“It is complicated to coincide in offline spaces. Synchronizing is very difficult.
We are currently avoiding offline presence. Our focus is on online chats
because it’s easier to meet” (Interview 3). For this reason, the interviewed
groups understood that the largest communities (i.e., international or
national) would be more likely to adopt online dynamics.
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In contrast, 14.7% of the communities developed their activities
only in physical spaces (Figure 3). These face-to-face projects were mostly
makerspaces and hacklabs devoted to promoting technological events
such as Ateneu Candela and Hirikilabs. The communities working on social
transformation at the municipal level understood the need to generate an
impact in their geographical reference areas through offline meetings.
Additionally, the groups that reported participating only in physical spaces
admitted their difficulty of working online due to lack of human resources:
Many people have asked us why we don’t offer online
classes. That would be cool, but we are giving the best of
ourselves, and we still can’t launch a platform and manage
its activity. People contact us on Facebook, on Instagram,
on the website, and by email. I am freaking out just thinking
about it. (Interview 25)
To deploy their activities, 77.2% of the initiatives preferred using
hybrid forms. For example, The Open Bacteria Project was made up of biology,
mathematics and computer students who attended meetings to set up an
open repository about bacteria colonies. Mapeado Colaborativo developed
OpenStreetMap projects by visiting Zaragoza, where its participants lived,
that is, a map that identifies disability barriers in the city. Likewise, Libertar.io
offered courses in both offline and online versions (Figure 3).

FIGURE 3. How the organization carries out its activities (%)

Only online

Both online and offline

Only offline

Not answered

The groups definitely admitted preferring hybrid models of action,
where online platforms complemented the spaces of personal exchange, not
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only because sometimes the initiatives needed concrete means to develop
their projects (for instance, when they involved digital manufacturing),
but because working and communication dynamics in these places were
qualitatively different from online spaces. In some cases, they considered
physical presence as a sign of group activity. “When we are not very active,
we are chatting, and we remain online. However, people consider that the
community is active when there are meetups and we meet face-to-face
although we organize the meetings online.” (Interview 1)
Even with a wide range of new electronic tools, offline meetings
facilitated other forms of communication and knowledge sharing:
At the end of the day, exclusively digital presence is not
worth it. You have to see each other, you have to meet, you
have to occupy spaces. ‘Occupy’ in the sense of inhabiting
common spaces where we can see each other, where we
can collaborate. Because the digital sphere allows fast
connections and synergies, but there comes a time when it
is exhausted. People have to meet. (Interview 7)
Cyber-connected and physical spaces were increasingly interrelated,
and both environments were indispensable for some communities:
I also have to say that the divide between digital and
face-to-face meetings is something that bothers us a
lot. We told you, we don’t understand that they can be
separated, because if the online digital networks are not
based on a real network, at least potentially, they don’t
work. Artificial networks don’t work; you have to find the
previous connection in the real world, that’s the one where
you touch people.” (Interview 28)
Offline space generated, strengthened, and expanded the
community. The groups described the symbolic value of offline meeting,
presence, and connection. As they stated, physical spaces facilitated
sharing knowledge, developing personal connections, and exchanging
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everyday experiences. Groups were dynamized with greater simplicity in
physical reference places, where there was a greater mobilization force.
Communication was immediate, more humanized, and socialized. These
characteristics facilitated discussion and consensus on the goals and
strategies of the project. Additionally, on several occasions they interpreted
these methodologies as being close to feminist perspectives: “I don’t know if it
is by intuition, but I believe that women tend to stay more in offline spaces. Do
we, eh? The offline space seems more feminized to me.” (Interview 26)
At the same time, dissemination of the initiative acquired added
value in face-to-face spaces. People felt more involved in offline learning
processes because online materials seemed depersonalized: “You want to
see the terminal, you want to touch it, you want to see how it’s built, and you
want to see how someone else works with it. I have seen loads of tutorials
made by guys who speak in a language I don’t understand. In the end, people
want to go to a physical space where you can ask the most basic questions.”
(Interview 15)
There was also a component of socialization in physical presence as
it provided additional leisure activities: “The best option is always a party”
(Interview 19). The groups expressed that organizing cultural visits and trips
were conducive to better relations with the rest of those participating in the
groups and to establishing personal connections with them. These activities
contributed to the progress of the projects and motivated the members who
otherwise received no economic benefit from their work in the community:
We could also prepare webinars, but in principle whenever
we organize a meetup, it’s in a physical place. When it ends,
we always stay for a beer or a meal. It is a way of networking.
I have already participated in other online events where we
switch off the computer at the end of the session; it is very
impersonal. Offline meetups are a way to be in touch with
people, to meet new people who participate in the group.
They contribute more to people’s engagement. I think they
contribute more. (Interview 13)
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Knowing this kind of group is also belonging to a social group.
In my view, I’ve devoted two hours every day to respond to
emails and it wasn’t an added value. It’s very effective, very
productive, but it’s not enough. (Interview 20)
I do not attend online chat meetings because I always say
that meetings have to be face-to-face. They can correct
me if I’m wrong, but I think we only discuss the agenda in
the chat. In offline places we discuss the meeting’s agenda,
but also, we meet our colleagues, and we talk about other
stuff. It’s nice to meet like-minded people with whom you
have common interests. For me, it is much more enjoyable;
that’s why I’m always the one who insists on arranging
offline meetings. (Interview 27)

4. Conclusions
This paper has attempted to identify new insights about political
participation in the free culture movement. The online global environment
and offline local places cannot be dissociated; they complement one another
in the context of social action of a technopolitical nature. The cartography
shows that technopolitics in Spain is not limited to the concrete political
mobilization of the 15tM nor its later crystallization into parties such as
Podemos or the X Party. On the contrary, the map shows the political
relevance of the technological challenge and its response from civil society
through organizations that are organized around digital-commons values
and hacker ethics (Himanen, 2002; Ostrom, 1990).
On the one hand, the groups propose use of the Internet for the
most efficient management of their projects. On the other hand, the faceto-face scenario contributes to strengthening personal connections among
members of the community and promotes knowledge sharing among them.
Thus, meetings in the offline scenario provide an environment of socialization
for participants in these groups and enhance the aggregation of people with
a common interest in free technologies and the digital context. This behavior
traces its roots to the concept of social capital (Bourdieu, 1997; Putnam,
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2003), which proposes the transmission of political action through networks
of affection. Despite the risk of fragmentation and instability of technopolitics
(Sampedro, 2005), communities have demonstrated the capacity to create
collective and visible spaces in the offline sphere.
Thus, the groups show a hybrid nature in line with the work of
Chadwick (2013) and then Treré (2019), who adapts this new communication
ecology to the field of activism. Groups can fluctuate between the local
context for social transformation and connection with similar national
and international projects thanks to the possibilities of the new electronic
platforms. The offline space facilitates in the communities strong personal
connections and a collective identity, while online tools offer immediate forms
of political action. This scenario explained that 77.2% of the groups indicated
that they worked in both online and offline spheres. In the same vein, the
local (31.4%) and international (21.4%) levels were their most frequent areas
of influence.
Data shows that years after the rise of the Internet in the nineties,
offline spaces for political participation are still essential (Dahlberg & Siapera,
2007; Stoecker, 2002). The hybrid system is also a relevant scenario for online
social movements. Activities such as meetings on common interests describe
the relationship between digital political values and their translation into
civic action in physical spaces. Citizens can take advantage of makerspaces,
cultural centers, and citizen labs to promote digital manufacturing and
free culture projects within their local citizenry. In cyberspace, several
communities of various scopes have been built around minority languages
from Spain or Spanish.
Network infrastructure initiatives, located in city districts and rural
areas, are consistently present in smaller regional locations if they provide
free, open and neutral wireless and open optical fiber links in places that
are affected by the digital divide. In this sense, the free culture movement
features various scopes, and several strategies are offered to wield influence
in cyberspace, beginning with the building of a network infrastructure
independent of commercial interests. In this regard, the logic of connective
action on the Internet is only possible when citizens have access to digital
devices (computers and mobile phones) and are familiar with social
networking spaces in everyday life (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012). Once again,
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technopolitics is manifest here as a practice that is transposed to daily
political practices in order to consider which sectors of the population have
access to the resources developed and distributed on the Internet (Toret et
al., 2013).
Regions with less use of the Internet are occasionally more likely to
implement initiatives devoted to open-source code, peer-to-peer networks,
mesh networks, encryption software, or Creative Commons content. The
results of this line of research open an avenue of future research on the
cultural, social and political factors that could foster the deployment of free
culture projects in specific regions. Generally speaking, members of academia,
the administration, and civil society must explore the importance of the local
arena not only as a scenario to deploy projects that will have a direct impact
on communities, but also as a strategy to influence the current political context.
Furthermore, the map limits the sample to specific realities that
do not necessarily describe the entire set of technopolitical manifestations;
it does not include communities that work anonymimously in the dark web,
nor other social movements such as ecologist or feminist ones, who also use
electronic tools in their everyday work. A more profound ethnographic work
will describe and delve into the complexity of the uses and interrelations of civil
society with information and communication technologies. In a hybrid media
system, technopolitics becomes a necessary framework for understanding
the relationship of technological development with new forms of checks and
balances both in the online and the offline sphere.
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